
Taking Control of 
Strip-till Variability Delivers 
Operating Efficiencies

In farming, there are some things that are 
out of a farmer’s control. Weather, moisture, 
heat, markets, input prices—the list goes on.

This means that what you can control 
becomes even more important. Growers can 
control their tillage strategy, choice of inputs, 
seed genetics and the equipment that will best 
serve them in raising a profitable crop year 
after year. 

It’s All About Control

When it comes to strip-tillage, choices 
like nutrient placement, residue flow, and 
field speed tighten efficiencies even more; 
removing the frustration of plugging or losing 
soil contact in heavy crop residue that can 
occur with parallel-linkage implements and 
can impact accuracy of nutrient placement. 

Selecting strip-till equipment that works 
dynamically across the field provides greater  
control over how your equipment interacts 
with the soil, allowing independent action 
that helps control variability while powering 
through tough crop residue and soil conditions. 

Known as “stretched and staggered,” 
adjustable row units outperform traditional 
tillage equipment by reducing the potential 
for plugging and allowing faster speeds; 
keeping you moving and gaining you acres 
per hour. 

The StripTracker by Blu-Jet is the first to 
offer the combination of on-board fertilizing 
carrying capacity with a stretched and 
staggered row—for liquid or dry fertilizer—
providing precise control of nutrients 
without sacrificing residue flow. 
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Acreage in a Strip-Till System

2013 2014 2015

Average Corn Acres 
Strip-Tilled

707 737 860

Average Soybean 
Acres Strip-Tilled

444 476 413

Total Average Acres 
Strip-Tilled

877 948 1,139



Button-stop depth control and pin-adjusted 
gauge wheels help to put nutrients where 
they can do the most good for the crop.  

Add the flexibility of spring or fall 
application and additional features, such as 
a semi-mounted hitch for better tracking and 
tighter turning, and operating efficiencies 
escalate.

A Universal Choice

Waiting on OEM parts is not just a major 
source of consternation, it’s a massive drain 
on time and money. Here, again, Blu-Jet’s 
innovation comes to the rescue. 

Because they’ve been designed to “go with  
the flow,” stretched and staggered row units 
comprised of independently functioning 
components require less in-season 
maintenance and promote higher operating 
efficiency than traditional parallel-linkage 
systems.    

When replacement parts are needed, the 
StripTracker system has been engineered to 
utilize universal parts (that can be sourced 
locally) whenever possible and are more 
cost-effective than waiting for expensive 
components to arrive from parts unknown.   

For farmers, operating efficiency is a variable 
that can be controlled by using innovative, 
intelligently engineered equipment designed 
for the job at hand, and Blu-Jet has created 
the system to do just that.

* Penetration resistance is the force a root must exert to move in the soil. 
Source – American Society of Agronomy,  2015
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After five years, soil organic  
matter content was  

8.6% greater  
in strip-till plots  

compared to no-till plots,

bulk density was   

reduced  
by 4%, 

and penetration  
resistance*    

decreased  
by 18%. 


